**Invitation for IUT Presentation Template**

All the students of our university are hereby informed that IUT is going to organize an internal competition in order to select a presentation template to represent IUT in a more meaningful way. 3 things should be considered to create such a template: 1) IUT logo (and or name) 2) OIC logo (and or name) 3) “A suitable slogan for IUT” (i.e. this slogan will be finalized later, you are requested to use this as a placeholder for the template). The presentation template should be created using i) MS powerpoint or ii) Libreoffice Impress.

One student can submit at most 2 templates.

An expert committee will be formed to review the submitted templates. Certificate of achievement (and or reward in other forms) will be awarded for the top three presentation templates nominated by the panel of experts.

**Submission link:**
https://forms.gle/Hs4pGgzf5WyWmbg67

The last date of submission is **20 October, 2020**.

Prof. Dr. Abu Raihan Mostofa Kamal  
**Head, ICT Centre**

Contact Person: Asst Programmer ICTC (01821-884151)
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